
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ERECTING YOUR WOODEN 
SLEEPOVER PLAY TENT FRAMES & CANOPIES  

Do not modify the frame or canopies in any way. If you 
modify them, your status as a supplier of a toy changes to 
a manufacturer of a toy and requires you to comply with 
legislation, which includes writing new technical 
documents and retesting the toy. All accessible 
components of the play tents have been tested to reach 
the very strict standards for EN71 part 1 (structure & 
mechanics), 2 (flammability) and 3 (chemical migration 
through saliva) of the European Harmonisation Standards 
for toys. They also meet the strict standards set out in the 
Toy Safety Regulations 2011, which is UK legislation. Do 
not paint the frames and do not apply fabric canopies that 
have not been independently tested for EN71 part 2 
compliance for flammability or EN71 part 3 chemical 
migration through saliva. 

Do not drape your own fabrics over the top of the canopies 
I have supplied. If the tent catches fire, your fabric may 
accelerate the speed and reach of the flames. Your tent 
canopy as supplied by me has a burn rate and spread that 
has been independently tested and allows a child to get 
out of the tent quickly and safely in the event of the 
canopy catching fire. If you want to hang bunting and 
netting please ensure it is hung between the tents and not 
draped over the canopies. 

Do not be tempted to paint your frames. Paints can be 
very toxic through the skin, breath or saliva. While there 
are many ‘Toy Safe’ paints out there, you have to ensure 
they do not accelerate the burning of the tent in the event 
of a fire and flakes of peeling paint can also cause a choke 
hazard. It’s the reason why I don’t paint them because it 
costs too much to have them independently tested. 

If you are in any doubt whatsoever please do contact me 
using the details at the end of these instructions.  

Please read all of these instructions and watched the 



accompanying video before you start building your tent 
and keep these instructions in a safe place and in an 
accessible format at all times as Trading Standards may 
ask you for a copy at any time to ensure you are 
complying with your responsibilities as a supplier of a toy 
for commercial purposes.  

 

 

I know you are going to be super excited about getting your 
tents for your new sleepover adventure BUT please read the 
instructions before you unpackage your tents.  

I promise it will make it much easier and you will tear out less 
hair!  

If all this wood and bolts in front of you seem a bit daunting, 
don’t worry, I’ve included lots of photos and written instructions. 
If you get stuck you can contact me on 07737980632 or email 
me on barenakedwoodco@gmail.com. You can also contact me 
on Facebook by going to my page The Bare Naked Wood 
Company. We can Skype or Facetime whatever makes it easier 
for you.  

As long as you are 18 or over, you can do this on your own or 
with a mate who can ply you with chocolate, wine or updates on 
the box set they are watching while you are working! Do not let 
anyone assemble this tent who is under 18 years of age.  

So here we go, make sure you have a large space on the 
floor or in the garden!  

1. Each of your tents come bundled, tied with pretty string and 
all the bolts inserted in the poles they belong with. Don't worry 
the poles are all the same length so it doesn't matter where they 
go. You will also have a brown label with an Allen key attached.  

PLEASE ENSURE ANY PLASTIC PACKAGING IS KEPT AWAY 
FROM CHILDREN AND DISPOSED OF TO PREVENT 
SUFFOCATION.  



So your bundle looks like this:-  

 
 
Untie the bundle. You will have 4 legs (labelled A and B), 3 poles, 
two large bolts, 4 shorter bolts, 6 washers and an allen key 
which you will find on the label. 
 
The picture below shows the top of the legs. This is where the 
top poles will go. I want you to lay your tent legs out in exactly 
the same order as you see in the photo below with frames B on 
the outside and frames A on the inside. 
 
 
 
 

 



 

The picture below shows the bottom of the legs. These larger 
holes are where the bottom two poles will go. You will also see 
the feet have a clear rubber coating on the end. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Now unscrew all the bolts and washers from the poles using the 
allen key (the allen key is attached to the label). Below are 
photos of the different bolts and washers. 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

  
  

 

 



 

I want you to take the frames labeled A and turn them in to face each 
other. Then take the frames labeled B and also turn them in to face 
each other. If you look at the feet, you will see all the large holes are 
facing inwards.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

The tops of the right legs should look like this photo below and 
the same on the left side which will also be facing inwards. 

 

 

 

The lower legs should be positioned like the two photos below 
showing left and right 



 

 

 

Now take a pole and position it between the two leg frames in 
line with the large recessed holes. (see below) 

 



 

 

Now take a longer bolt, place a washer over it and insert it 
through the top of the right hand frames and line it up with the 
hole in the end of the pole. Take the allen key and turn the bolt 
clockwise so the bolt disappears into the end of the pole. You will 
see the end of the pole disappear into the frame. Just tighten the 
bolt just enough to feel some resistance. We will tighten them all 
later. 



 

 

 

Now do exactly the same on the left hand side again watching 
the pole disappear into the leg. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

That’s the top of the frame finished. Now we go to the bottom 
two poles. It is important you position the bars exactly as 
directed and shown in the photographs otherwise you can cause 



extensive damage to the frames and ends of the poles. 

Take a shorter bolt and place a washer over it and insert through 
frame A on the right and into the end of the pole watching the 
end of the pole disappear into the frame. (see below) 

 

Take a shorter bolt and place a washer over it and insert it 
through frame B on the left and into the end of the pole 
watching the end of the pole disappear into the frame. (see 
below) 

 

 



Now take the last remaining pole and repeat, taking a shorter 
bolt with a washer on and passing it through frame B on the 
right hand side. (see below) 

 

 

And finally take the last remaining bolt and pass it through frame 
A on the left hand side. (see below) 

 

 

 



Stand your tent up. It should look like the tent frame in the 
picture below. Please feel free to message me a photo and I can 
confirm it is correctly built.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOP TIP! You can speed the entire process up by replacing the 
allen key with a good quality rechargeable screwdriver and a hex 



bit. It takes about 5 minutes to do each tent but be mindful not 
to overtighten the bolt by being overzealous with the 
rechargeable screwdriver. Other brands available! (See below) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
This is the one I use, but other brands are available. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Canopies. You will find your own way of putting them on and 
taking them off. I find it is easier to apply them by laying the 
canopy on the floor and the frame on top. Wrap the bottoms of 
the tent canopy around the top and bottom bars and secure the 
Velcro. You can now stand the tent up! To remove the canopy, 
just do it in reverse. See pictures below.  
 
 

 



   
 

Now go around each bolt and gently tighten the bolts just so you 
feel some resistance. Do not over tighten them, as you will pull 
the metal screw inserts out of the ends of the poles. You need 
sufficient tension on the bolts to feel some resistance to the tent 
being easily opened. You can adjust the feet to the width of the 
space you have at the party venue. Ideally you can just close the 
tent frame and store it so you don't have to take it apart and 
build it again. Keep the tent bolts tightened when not in use to 
prevent any small child trapping a body part if they inadvertently 
open the frame. Wood by its very nature can develop a splinter if 
damaged. If this occurs you can gently sand the affected area 
with a piece of 120 grit sand paper. The wood will yellow with 
age. This is entirely natural. If you get marks on the wood such 
as dirt, fingermarks, felt tip pen, food or worse bodily fluids (!), 
take a warm damp cloth and gently wipe the frame and allow it 
to dry. Stubborn marks can be sanded away again with 120 grit 
sandpaper.  

 



 

Care of Canopies  

You should wash the canopies I supply at 30 degrees and leave 
them to dry naturally. They have been pre-shrunk before being 
made so they should not shrink any more, (so the lady at the 
fabric shop told me!)  

All done! Please let me know if I can improve these instructions. 
Any feedback will be gratefully received.  

I hope you are happy with your tent frames. If you can think of 
any improvements just drop me a line.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WARNINGS  

A sobering but serious bit:-  

Not suitable for children 0 – 3 years old.  

These tents are designed for sleepover party use only. Be 
mindful the tent frames are not indestructible. A child's idea of 
being careful can vary from one child to another.   

 

 

 

 

Trap hazards These tents can present a trap hazard if not used 
correctly and in the right environment. Periodically check the 
joints to ensure they are tight enough, not damaged or missing 
any parts! If there is damage or missing parts, please don't use 
the tent until the damage is fixed or the parts replaced. Please 
also remember the tent can present a trap hazard in the wrong 
hands. My policy is that children are supervised by an adult over 
18 years at all times when using the tents. It is my policy not to 
hire tents where a child 3 years and under is present and the 
party guests are 6 years plus. This of course is your decision but 
please protect yourself from claims for injury. Be mindful there 
may be older children with limited mobility or ability to 



understand the dangers of pulling the tent down or closing the 
tent and trapping a limb. Extra care should be taken to ensure 
these children are assisted to keep them extra safe from injury 
and are able to enjoy play. If you are in any doubt, please 
contact me for advice. I do sell restrictor bars which fix the width 
of the tent frame to negate the tent being pulled down or 
inadvertently closed. If you store the tents fully assembled, 
please keep the tent bolts tightened when not in use to prevent 
any small child trapping a body part if they inadvertently open 
the frame.  

Flammability Hazard Advise customers to keep the tent frames 
and canopies away from naked flames or other sources of heat or 
combustible materials. Do not drape your own fabrics over the 
top of the canopies. If the tent catches fire, your fabric may 
accelerate the speed and reach of the flames. Your tent canopy 
as supplied by me has a burn rate and spread which has been 
independently tested and allows a child to get out of the tent 
quickly and safely in the event of the canopy catching fire. If you 
want to hang bunting and netting please ensure it is hung 
between the tents and not draped over the canopies. Do not 
paint your tent frames as any untested paint could increase the 
flammability of the tent in the event of a fire. 

Choking Hazard Remind your customers this is a tent frame 
and should be used as such and that no parts should be used for 
any other play such as sword fighting! When this tent is 
disassembles there are small parts which could present a choking 
hazard to a small child so please keep them out of reach of 
young children especially those under 3 years old. Although the 
fabrics and frame carry no chemical hazards please do not let a 
young child chew any part of the frame or the fabric.  

I wish you the best of luck in your new adventure!  

Vanessa x  

Vanessa Ramsay The Bare Naked Wood Company 9 Padmans 
Close Mawsley Northamptonshire NN141SQ 01536 790884 email: 
barenakedwoodco@gmail.com Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/TheBareWoodCompany/  




